What kinds of programs are there?

The UW offers more than 200 programs to meet the needs and ambitions of all students. Here are the six program types available:

- **Short term** specialized 1-2 week programs
- 3-4 week **exploration seminars** in early fall
- **Quarter-long UW programs** led by UW faculty members
- Semester long **affiliated programs** organized by other groups or companies
- **Semester/year long university exchanges**
- **IE3 internships abroad**

When can I study abroad?

You can study abroad any time during your college career and we have programs ranging from a couple weeks to a full year, all of which guarantee UW credits. We encourage students to consider studying abroad early in their college career so the opportunity is available to study abroad again if they desire. There may be more flexibility in course scheduling during a student’s first couple of years while they complete general area of knowledge requirements. It is important to meet with your academic advisor to make sure your study abroad credits will fit well with your academic schedule. Some programs may satisfy the IPR requirement for the School of IAS, contact your advisor for details.

Can I afford it?

Absolutely! Program fees vary greatly depending on the program, but with good planning an affordable study abroad experience is possible. Most types of financial aid can be applied to the programs offered through the UW and there is a list of scholarships available to students studying abroad on our website. Be sure to plan ahead! Make an appointment with us and we can help you start your scholarship search, both Study Abroad Advising and the UWB Writing and Communication Center can help polish up application essays.

Why study abroad?

Studying abroad expands your understanding of the world and helps you develop usable skills, such as adaptability and intercultural communication, that are in high demand by employers and graduate programs.

“Reflecting on these experiences, I have learned that anything is possible...If I hadn’t applied to that program and had the guts to say goodbye to my home and hop on that one-way plane...these experiences would have been deemed impossible...seeing different countries, cultures, meeting people from all walks of life, it has expanded my world but also in some ways, shrank it.”

- Aspasea McKenna, Class of 2013, Junior year in Japan

How do I get started?

Explore! The link at the bottom of the page will take you to the UWB study abroad home page, and from there you can look at the tips and resources on the website, search for programs, or set up an appointment to meet with a Study Abroad Advisor.

Things to consider when looking for a program:

- What do I want to study?
- How long do I want to go?
- Where do I want to go?

Not necessarily. While many exchanges and affiliated programs may have a foreign language requirement, there are plenty of programs primarily in English. Study abroad does provide a fantastic chance to start learning a new language as you will practice the native language when speaking with locals. A lot of programs also incorporate introductory language lessons into their curriculum.

Reflecting on these experiences, I have learned that anything is possible...If I hadn’t applied to that program and had the guts to say goodbye to my home and hop on that one-way plane...these experiences would be deemed impossible...seeing different countries, cultures, meeting people from all walks of life, it has expanded my world but also in some ways, shrank it.”

- Aspasea McKenna, Class of 2013, Junior year in Japan

http://www.uwb.edu/globalinitiatives/abroad
Interdisciplinary Programs of Interest

Please note that the programs listed are just a sample of what the UW offers. While these may be interdisciplinary experiences, they may not automatically apply toward IAS major credits. Contact your advisor for details.

Asian Languages & Literature China – Language & Culture: Making the Connection
In this trip students are not only going to observe China with their own eyes, but also live like a Chinese by adapting themselves to a Chinese style of living. The program course involves extensive travel, interaction with local students and teachers, some language instruction, and a significant variety of extracurricular cultural activities.
Early Fall Exploration Seminar, China

Psychology Chile – A Changing Public and Mental Health Care System
This seminar is aimed at students interested in health issues with potential global impact. Public Health in Chile has undergone important changes reflecting both profound political changes as well as recent health reform initiatives, and students will study how Public Health services compare in urban and remote areas as well as in wealthy and poor communities.
Early Fall Exploration Seminar, Chile

International Studies Ireland and The Hague: Challenges of International Justice
Students will study the history of international justice, and how the international community works to promote justice and accountability for genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity.
Early Fall Exploration Seminar, Ireland

When in Rome: Interdisciplinary Studio Art and Italian Culture
This program will give students the opportunity to immerse themselves in the experience of Rome creatively and adventurously. Students will do so through the lens of visual art and the culture of the city, as well as each student’s own unique background, disciplines, research, and interests incorporated into interdisciplinary studio art projects.
UW Program Summer Term A, Italy

Anthropology French Polynesia: Colonialism in the Pacific
Explore the historical and contemporary dimensions of colonialism in French Polynesia, including the history and aftermath of French nuclear testing in the Territory. Readings will include ethnographic and literary works on colonialism, as well as contemporary writing by anti-colonial activists.
UW Program Summer Term A, French Polynesia

CHID Iceland: Regeneration: Matter, Myth, and Memory in Iceland
Students will investigate how civil and social development relates to the non-human forces of Northern Europe including but not limited to climate, geography, flora, and fauna. Students will spend eight weeks developing a conceptual archeology of Icelandic cultural and natural history

UW Program Summer Quarter, Iceland

CUSP Thailand: Globalization and the Societies of Southeast Asia
Through a combination of interdisciplinary coursework and active engagement with businesses, government agencies, and non-profits in the community, students will develop a more in-depth understanding of the key issues and challenges of globalization and how their own contributions can have a positive effect on the world in which they live.
UW Program Spring Quarter, Thailand

CHID Prague: Discovering Central Europe
The Prague Program, which is the oldest CHID study abroad program at UW (since 1996), is all about immersing oneself in Prague and the other great Central European cities – Vienna, Krakow, Budapest, and Berlin, where students will go on 4-day trips each – in order to develop a complex understanding of the dynamic historical, cultural and political life of Central Europe as a whole.
UW Program Spring Quarter, Czech Republic

CHID Rome, Budapest, Istanbul: Legacies of Empires
The study and exploration of the legacies of these Empires will allow the students to acquire new and more refined intellectual and experiential tools and instruments to analyze and comprehend many of the challenging contemporary issues (such as religious and ethnic conflict, racism, and xenophobia) that mark the beginning of the 21st century.
UW Program Winter Quarter, Italy, Hungary, and Turkey

CIEE Arts & Sciences Program in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Explore environmental issues in East Africa; undertake comparative analyses of different approaches to development around the globe; examine international relations and politics; or pursue your own interests through an internship with a local NGO or private institution.
Affiliated Program, Semester, Tanzania

SIT Australia: Rainforest, Reef, and Cultural Ecology
This program explores the terrestrial and marine ecosystems of far North Queensland and the relationship of traditional and contemporary human cultures with the environment. Students interact with scientists and local experts to gain a firsthand understanding of ongoing conservation efforts in an exceptionally diverse environment.
Affiliated Program, Semester, Australia

Ruwwood: The Arab Foundation for Sustainable Development
Ruwwood works with the under-developed community of Jabal Natheef to bring much needed services such as police, mail, and health services while constantly evaluating its needs. Interns with Ruwwood will assist with event planning, content development, curriculum development, project management, research, and teaching.

http://www.uwb.edu/globalinitiatives/abroad